Problem 1 / Challenge case 1
. Superposition of Das_model_4 and Santalucia_model_1 models (left) with reference structure, Multi-model plot (right) corresponds to discussed regions (green colorreference structure, red color -globally less accurate model (Santalucia_model_1), blue colorglobally more accurate model (Das_model_4)).
The structural comparison of Das_model_4 and Santalucia_model_1 models ( Fig. S1 ) illustrates that the RMSD computed for local structural motive between models and the reference structure is around 2 Å (3,5 Å and 1,5 Å , respectively), but globally the RMSD computed for Das_model_4 is lower by 2 Å than RMSD calculated for Santalucia_model_1. Detailed analysis (Fig. S2) shows that the RMSD computed for Das_model_1 in local neighborhood around nucleotide No 82 is higher than the RMSD calculated for Santalucia_model_1. The RMSD difference between local motive structures is around 1,5 Å, but globally RMSD for Das_model_1 is lower by 1 Å. Figure S3 . Superposition of Das_model_1 and Wildauer_model_1 (left) with reference structure, Multimodel plot (right) corresponds to discussed regions (green colorreference structure, red colorglobally less accurate model (Wildauer_model_1), blue colorglobally more accurate model (Das_model_1).
Problem 2 / Challenge case 2
Detailed analysis (Fig. S3) shows that the RMSD computed for Das_model_1 in local neighborhood around nucleotide No 85 was is higher than RMSD calculated for Wildauer_model_1. The RMSD difference between local motive structures is around 1 Å, but the globally RMSD calculated for Das_model_1 is lower by 1 Å. Detailed analysis (Fig. S4) shows that the RMSD computed for Das_model_3 in local neighborhood around nucleotide No 45 is higher than the RMSD calculated for Dokholyan_model_3. The RMSD difference between local motive structures is over 2 Å, but the globally RMSD for Das_model_3 is lower by 2 Å.
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